NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Very shortly you can expect to see the price of most Japanese components to increase from 10-25%. Shop now and avoid the hike.

CAR STEREOES

TP-252

$36.00

July 1 - August 31

CROWN

DB-31 Triax $55.00

JP-90 Coaxial $35.00

PRO DEPT.

complete equipment sales and rentals for SOUND REINFORCEMENT RECORDING STUDIOS DISCO SYSTEMS TOURING SYSTEMS

the most inclusive collection of components for all your professional needs

BOSTON'S ONLY ESOTERIC AUDIO STORE

For those with discerning tastes in high fidelity components, K&L Sound is Boston’s only esoteric audio store. The finest electronics and speakers from around the world displayed by the most knowledgeable audio consultants in the area. Drop in and just listen to the way music was designed to sound.